This year will be a great year filled with LOTS of growing in the language! IB SL German is a more rigorous course in terms of amount of material, independent work and responsibility accompanied by more difficult authentic texts, more complex discussions in German, listening, reading and writing in German.

In order to prepare you in a more interesting/informative way, your summer assignment will involve Logo (the news we have often watched in class) and the writing of a Logo Journal. This is the 10 minute children’s version of ZDF- daily news (they are a major German news/television company). You will write this journal in a running Google doc or keep a handwritten log that you will turn in in August.

You will be required to watch 10 Logo episodes total this summer (ca. 1 per week): (https://www.zdf.de/kinder/logo/alle-logo-sendungen-100.html)

For each episode, you will be required to write:
- the date of the episode in German (i.e. Freitag der 17. Mai)
- a detailed summary of the entire episode (auf Englisch)
- 5 new/ previously unknown vocab words you heard/saw in the episode (with articles if it’s a noun & the infinitive form if it is a verb), and their definitions.

You will put these 5 words & definitions per episode (i.e. 50 words by the end of the summer) in a quizlet list titled Logo Sommer. At the beginning of the school year, you will have a quiz over the words you learned this summer from your Logo Journals (written and matching)

You will submit the link to your journal (Google/Word doc.) or turn in your handwritten journal entries

How will this assignment be graded?

**Required:**

100 pts- 10 Logo Journal Summaries (dates written in German, detailed summary, 5 vocab words each & definitions)

Quiz over your 50 word vocab list (Written & Matching)

**Optional extra points:** I can see what you have completed on quizlet once you join my class (IB SL 1 or 2 Deutsch)
50 pts- completing LEARN on quizlet for your Logo Words
25 pts- completing WRITE on quizlet for your list of words
10 pts- completing FLASHCARDS on quizlet for your list of words
10 pts- completing MATCH on quizlet for your list of words
5 pts- playing MATCH or GRAVITY for your list of words

QUIZLET
Online flashcard site that provides students with multiple study options along with the availability to practice pronunciation.

- **Signing up for Quizlet:**
  - Go to [quizlet.com](http://quizlet.com) & sign-up using your Knox County e-mail address (s####@student.knoxschools.org), a personal e-mail address or sign-in using an existing account.
  - Search for my teacher account: **vandenbergerwhs**
  - Then, join your class → **IB SL 1/Honors 3 Deutsch OR IB SL 2 Deutsch**

- **Studying with Quizlet:**
  - **Learn** - students go through all words in a deck at a variety of levels of comprehension. The questions start easy, and get more difficult as the students begin showing mastery of words.
  - **Flashcards** - Good old fashioned flashcards, just online instead of handheld.
  - **Write** - shows definition, and student writes term.
  - **Spell** - Reads word aloud for kids to write the opposite definition (English or Spanish)
  - **Match & Gravity** - both are games that allow students to quiz themselves after studying
  - **Test** - students can test themselves using this feature

- **Printing from Quizlet:** From the drop down list of the deck, students can print lists and even hand-held flashcards directly from the deck homepage.